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I still wonder when are the Ancient Aliens and the History Channel’s Prometheus Productions folks going
to do a George Van Tassel special or simply an Integratron episode?
I can add a bunch of info regarding his daughters, grandson Matt Boone, and son-in-law Norman
Paulsen, the last of whom wrote a book (Sunburst: Return of the Ancients) that included actual stories
of ancient aliens who came back to visit and take them on UFO saucer rides. Does anyone notice that
the TITLE of the book and several chapters deal with the actual humanoid Ancient Aliens that Van Tassel
and Norm Paulsen met and interviewed? Both of them were invited on their ship as well. This book
changed my life and my career, leading me into the free energy pursuit as soon as it was published (in
1980). I have an autobiographical ten-minute video online which was filmed at the National Press Club
here in DC for the Citizen’s Hearing with a panel of US Senators, showing the Integratron, the Sunburst
book, and UFO footage. I also included the Integratron details in my own 10-minute testimony at the
Citizen’s Hearing in 2013, some of which has already been used on Ancient Aliens (though not this
segment of mine). A few slides from that testimony are included here and the link to the actual footage
from our IRI webpage “News” and also on YouTube : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3mWfhKYp6s

Implications of ET Technology Ten Minute Autobiographical Testimony now
on YouTube by Thomas Valone at the Citizens Hearing on Disclosure,
National Press Club, Washington DC, May 3, 2013
Maybe I was inspired by an E.T. to build the homopolar generator for my physics Master’s Degree
project at SUNY at Buffalo but I remember in 1980 being very excited about this energy “generator”.

This actually is not too far from the truth since this quotation below from Paulsen’s Sunburst book got
me hooked on building it. Of course, the pair of photos showing a broad daylight UFO “Mu Ship” and the
Deputy Sheriff holding the same Instamatic photo which he took, were pretty convincing as well. I was
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also impressed with one of the quotations describing the details of the rotating disks powering the ship,
which seemed simple enough to build. Norman said he thought humanity was not ready for this
information and deleted it from subsequent editions, which was quite disappointing to me. He also told
me the disk was nonconducting which meant to me that it resembled an electrostatic generator as well
as a magnetized homopolar generator combined.

Perhaps the “Ancient Aliens” History Channel series will finally visit the Integratron
(www.integratron.com ) which was built by George Van Tassel and explicitly inspired by his experiences
with E.T.’s who told him details of how they seeded the human race, which is reviewed in the Paulsen
book regarding the land of Mu which he said was part of the Pacific ring of islands.

Above photo is from the book, Sunburst, Return of the Ancients by Norman Paulsen

Visiting the Integratron was quite an interesting experience for me and I have since wrestled with the
owners and with Matt Boone regarding how it can be electrified to come close to what Van Tassel may
have had in mind when he was building it for rejuvenation effects. Luckily, I have researched the topic of
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bioelectromagnetics, designed electrotherapy devices (www.BioenergyDevice.org ), and wrote a book
about it called “Bioelectromagnetic Healing: A Rationale for Its Use” which is quite popular and has lots
of reviews on Amazon. Basically, the Integratron is an inverted Tesla Coil designed to be powered by
atmospheric electricity driven by a big electrostatic generator circulating around the entire building!
Some of the photos that I took while there are shown here to give the reader an idea of the unfinished
construction.

The central column in the “basement” has a bunch of pins sticking out that clearly are designed for
another winding of wire. It can be regarded as the secondary coil perhaps with the pancake ceiling coil
being the primary, depending on the connections one can make to the electrostatic “dirods” connecting
to the outside perimeter of the building. It is also possible to connect an electrically powered Tesla coil
to either one to allow the pancake coil to radiate the broadband frequencies as Van Tassel envisioned,
only if the owners and their committee of judges agree. So far, no such changes have been authorized.
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In these pictures, I’m standing outside, inspecting the motionless dirods in need of repair, since they can
no longer move or be forced to move in a circle around the building as planned.

The closest approximation to the dirod assembly of the Integratron is a Wimhurst machine. The diagram
and photo of one such electrostatic motor are from the book, Electrostatic Motors by Prof. Oleg
Jefimenko. The reader may wish to see one in action and MIT has a YouTube video demo online
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zilvl9tS0Og .
The magic which Van Tassel expected to achieve with such commonplace electrotherapy as high voltage
static negative ions and Tesla coils still makes one wonder what other technologies were supposed to
come into play for the final working rejuvenation chamber. His grandson Matt Boone claims that the
design was for people to walk into the downstairs and slowly circulate once around the central column
and then walk out, without ever going upstairs. Therefore, some type of antennas for the coil output
should have been part of the design. Today, however, everyone loves to spend time in the upper
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chamber since it is a sound vortex that rebounds all of the sound in the circular room toward the center.
In fact, sitting over the center column, seen here with cover removed, one can hear every single whisper
and word that one utters in an amplified form because of the acoustic echo properties of the dome.
Therefore, lots of musicians put on concerts in the Integratron dome and singing bowls abound.

To quote George Van Tassel, The Purpose of the Integratron can be surmised from a paper "The
Integratron" by George Van Tassel, founder of the Integratron. Published in the Proceedings of the
College of Universal Wisdom, 1950-1978, I used to receive his short and small newsletters by mail in the
1970’s directly from George by subscription. Here is a brief excerpt from one of those newsletters
explaining his plans:
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Since a number of our readers and friends have expressed a desire to know how the Integratron operates I am writing
this article to try to explain its purpose and function. The purpose of the Integratron is to recharge energy into living
cell structure, to bring about longer life with youthful energy. This has been the goal of many people, since Ponce De
Leon started looking for the fountain of youth. Our effort here, in this giant machine, is not the first idea of its kind. It
is the first time that other research efforts have been brought together and applied simultaneously. The work of
Georges Lakhovsky, Dr. George Crile, Barnothy, Oneil, Tesla, Smith, and many others, is being combined by us in a
basic research to make the principles work. The only new thing we have added to their research is to make the
application of three principles occur instantly and simultaneously. Lakhovsky's Multiple Wave Oscillator (U.S. Patent
Number 1,962,565) was used by him, in association with many doctors, to correct cellular malfunctions and
accumulations, in many patients. After years of Pyramid Generator energy research, there is no question in my mind
that VIPs were brought back from death in the sarcophagus of the King's Chamber. The sarcophagus and the King's
Chamber were constructed of granite. Granite, because of its matrix of feldspar, mica, and quartz crystals, exhibits a
radiation caused by the pressure of the matrix on the quartz crystals known as the piezo-electric effect. Granite was
called "spiritual rock" by the Egyptians because of the auric radiation. The energy generated by a pyramid in a vortex
is neither electrical nor magnetic as such. It is composed of "this other energy" which radiates life property effects.
The energy is everywhere in a static state, and serves in this respect as an insulator and separator while it remains
static. When it is activated by thought, as in a prayer, or by resonance in electromagnetic fields, it reverses its
insulating qualities and becomes an infinite conductor. It is this energy that will respond to our control in the
Integratron and integrate energy into the cell structure of the body.
This is no reason why people today cannot live as long as Methuselah. I am convinced that he used the Great Pyramid
to live so long without aging. The DNA configuration, the caduceus coils, the Emerald Tablet principles, and the
pyramid vortices, all exhibit a method of life energy activity. Nikola Tesla, and others, showed that high voltage static
electricity caused ionization. This causes disassociation of structure and charging of particles in positive and negative
polarity effects….Dr. George Crile, in a fabulous research that he devoted his life to, established that every living cell
was a battery, a transducer, and a condenser. In his book "The Phenomena of Life", printed in 1936, he states,
"Electricity is the energy that drives the organism." He further states, "It is clear that in the second half of life
the electrical potential of the elderly patient as a whole or of this or that organ, has been very much reduced and that
by so much, the margin of safety has been dangerously diminished."1

With such declarations as seen communicated in Van Tassel’s newsletters, it is clear that he planned to
include as much electrical multiwave oscillations, static high voltage, and some magnetism (with the
pancake coils) as possible to combine the effects and maximize the aging reversal treatments.
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"The Integratron" by George Van Tassel, Proceedings of the College of Universal Wisdom, 1950-1978.
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We saw while visiting the Integratron, the collection of Tesla articles and illustrations such as on this
page, as well as the healing fields concept in poster form. I have made the offer to complete the wiring
of the floor pancake coil, as well as the central column, and connect them to a small magnetic control
box frequency generator that is adjustable. This will be equivalent to the rotation of the electrostatic
ring and dirods to feed the column and floor coils (see the brass nameplate operating description).
However, it seems that the group at the Integratron is not ready for such a simple upgrade to fulfill the
basic concepts seen in the Van Tassel newsletters. Matt Boone believes the sometime in the near future
we can perform such a wired upgrade for everyone’s benefit. I eagerly look forward to that time.
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Credit and acknowledgement is given to Professor
Berman. He is a dedicated researcher who has
completed a documentary on the Integratron and
George Van Tassel. The Ancient Aliens series will do well
to piggyback onto its release. Prof. Jonathan Berman’s
new movie on the Integratron has a website which is:
www.callingallearthlingsmovie.com
He contacted me for information and includes a brief
segment in the trailer of my Tesla coil going off in our IRI
lab. The trailer is on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/254941579 .
My wife and I just watched the Pharoh’s Curse episode of Ancient Aliens and considered the Osiris
device, which may actually attach to the top of the Arc of the Covenant. You have to wonder if we can
speculate that it may be a Tesla coil?
We see engravings on Egyptian walls of the Arc of the Covenant with the Osiris device attached, which
looks similar to a modern Tesla coil electrotherapy device with noble gas tubes attached. Our institute
also has similar experimental high voltage devices available to the public at www.BioenergyDevice.org .
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That would explain the electrocution stories of those who touched the Arc of the Covenant nicely and
they could show pictures of a Tesla coil with a crown of noble gas tubes which I have built and have in
our lab! In fact, the Prometheus Productions people already have footage of my version fired up and
sparking all over the place. The Novalite Tesla Coil Photon Generator device is a good example.
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